
                        Octa-core Android Phones, The Latest Smartphone Game Changer 

Chinavasion just released two Android phones which are powered by a MediaTek octa-core processor 

and use true 8 Core technology. Unlike existing octa-core solutions, true octa-core CPUs allow all eight 

of its cores to run simultaneously, offering an ultimate combination of performance and power-

efficiency.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rose Li continues “The advantage of true octa-core technology is that when it comes to multitasking, the 

Thl T100S and the Arez both have all 8 cores available simultaneously so they can deliver faster 

performances with greater power efficiency.” 

When looking at the Thl T100S Li says the phone is one of the highest end models Chinavasion has ever 

sold. Coming with a 1.66GHz CPU, a 1080p Full HD 5 Inch screen, NFC, 32GB of memory, 2GB RAM and 

2x 13MP cameras, the Thl T100S gives other high street brands a run for their money says Li. 

For those looking for a larger phone, Rose Li continues that Chinavasion also offers the Ares octa-core 

smartphone. Still equipped with a true octa-core processor, the Arez comes with a larger 6.5 inch 720p 

HD screen, 13MP rear camera and runs on Android 4.2. 

Li says both phones are priced extremely competitive and cost almost half of branded equivalents. Due 

to Chinavasion’s strong purchase and sourcing team, these true 8 core phones can be offered to the 

main public at low wholesale prices. 

Chinavasion is a Hong Kong and China based wholesaler specializing in Android Phones. For more 

information and pricing on all their products, please visit http://www.chinavasion.com.  

According to Chinavasion PR Manager 

Rose Li, “True octa-core Android 

phones are the latest development in 

the smartphone world and are only 

available from a handful of suppliers.  

Chinavasion was able to source both 

a 5 inch Thl T100S octa-core Android 

phone and a 6.5 Inch Arez Android 4.2 

phone.” 

 

 

http://www.chinavasion.com/china/wholesale/Android_Phones/Large_Screen_Android_Phones/Octa-Core_6.5_Inch_Android_4.2_Mobile_Phone_Ceph_-_MTK6592_1.7GHz_CPU_13_Megapixel_Rear_Camera_1280x720p_Resolution/
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